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Abstract 

We construct a basis for irreducible representations of the complex Lie algebra &,+I The basis 
is obtained by applying certain monomials in the enveloping algebra of X,+1 to a highest weight 
vector. In addition we provide a straightening law which can be used to define an algorithm to 
compute the representation matrix of elements of &+I with respect to this basis. The method 
can be generalized to all complex simple Lie algebras with a simply laced root system. @ 1997 
Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 

Most of the algorithms known in representation theory of complex simple Lie 

algebras deal with the combinatorial data of representations: weight space multipli- 

cities, tensor product multiplicities, characters, etc. The algorithm presented here is a 

constructive procedure to calculate representation matrices for arbitrary irreducible rep- 

resentations of the group SL,+l. There are different ways of approaching this problem. 

One possibility would be to use the classical theory of Young tableaux. The algo- 

rithm presented here has the advantage that it can be generalized directly to the groups 

Spin,,, Eg, ET and Es (see Section 10). In fact, it is very likely that the algorithm can 

be generalized to all semisimple Lie algebras. 

Let &+I = n+ 8 IJ @ nP be the usual decomposition in upper triangular, diagonal and 

lower triangular matrices, and set N := dim n- . We construct a basis of the enveloping 

algebra U(n-) as follows: Let ~(1,. . ., a,, be the simple roots, and fix root vectors 

Yi E g_a, and X, E ga,. For 

(a)=(al,bz,bl,c3,c2,c1,...,dn,...,dl)EN 
N 
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denote by Y(‘) the monomial 

y(a) := ?@I) (Y2(b’)@bl)) (+. .) (r,cA). . . y,(d~)q(dl)). 

We determine a subset Y c NN such that the monomials B := {Y(‘) ( (a) E Y} form a 

basis of U(n-). The basis B has the following nice “universal” property: Let v;, be 

a highest weight vector in V(i). We associate to I a subset y(1) C Y such that the 

following set D(J) forms a basis of V(n): 

B(i) := {II@) E V(1) ) II(=) = Y%;,, (a) E 5”(A)}. 

We would like to point out that the construction holds over Z, i.e. E!(n) is a basis of 

an admissible lattice Vz(A) c V(i). As a consequence, the algorithm works over any 

field of characteristic zero, and, by reduction mod p, also for certain representations 

of al,+1 in positive characteristic. 

The algorithm to compute the representation matrices is divided into two steps: Fix 

(a) E Y(E,). The first step consists of a procedure that expresses Xj!m)v(‘) respectively 

Y/m)v(a) as integral linear combinations of vectors of the form vcb). The second step 

is a straightening procedure: It expresses a vector vcb) 6 B(n) as an integral linear 

combination: 

v(b) _ - C C~#l(d’ where (d) < (b). 

By repeating the procedure if necessary, this algorithm yields an expression of ucb) 

as an integral linear combination of the elements of B(n), and it yields hence an 

expression for the matrix coefficients: 

,J$~)u(~) = c r(,,)v(‘) and yi(m)v(a) = c (d) 
s(u,d)u . 

(C)E.Y(i.) (d)E.Y(i,) 

The indexing system is related to the reduced decomposition of the longest word in the 

Weyl group: wa = SI (szsi )(ssszsi )(. . .)(s, . . s2sl ). In order to give a nice combinatorial 

description of the set 9(n), we construct a natural bijection between 9”(n) and the set 

of Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns of type 2. 

Though quantum groups are never used in this article, the work has been influenced 

by the relationship between the crystal graph, good bases and the path model (see 

[4-121). The proofs are in fact completely elementary, we need only standard results 

about P-B-W bases and the Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns. In [lo], we construct general- 

izations of Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns (and associated bases) for arbitrary simple Lie 

algebras. These results strongly suggest that the algorithm can be reformulated for 

arbitrary semisimple Lie algebras. 

2. P-B-W bases and admissible lattices 

The aim of this section is to recall some basic facts and to fix the notation. Let 

g=n+@h@n- be the triangular decomposition of g = al,+1 (C) into the direct sum 
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of strictly upper triangular, diagonal, and strictly lower triangular matrices. Denote by 

U, U+ and U- the enveloping algebras of g, n+ and n-. Let the decomposition of 

the root system Q, = @’ U -@+ be such that 

We fix a Chevalley basis of g :Xp E gB and $ t g_,r for fi E @+, and H, E IJ for c1 

simple. Let Uz, U$ and U; be the corresponding Z-forms of the enveloping algebras. 

We use the following abbreviations: 

y(k)._ YB 
a 

XW) +"d" H, 

‘- Jc!’ 6 k! ’ k .- 
(1 

._H,(H,- l)...(H,-k+l) 

k! 

Fix an ordering { yt , . . . , ye} of the positive roots. For (n) E NN we set: 

$“I :=$“I). . .Jq’, 
71 

y(n) := q(,“I) . . q!,y ). 

Fix an ordering {at,. . . , IX,} of the simple roots. For (k) E N” we set: 

H(k):= (;I) . . . (:). 

Recall that the monomials Y(mJH(k)X(“) f orm a Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt basis of Uz, 

and the monomials Xc”) and Ycm) form a P-B-W basis of U$ respectively U;. For 

a dominant weight A let V(A) be the corresponding irreducible representation of highest 

weight 1, (over C). Fix a highest weight vector ~1. in V(A). We denote by V,(A) c V(A) 

the admissible lattice 

VZ(lb) := u,-v, = UZViL. 

3. Some lemmas on commutation 

Suppose gcM,,(@) is the Lie algebra of a real Lie group G c G&(C), and let 

e: g -+ G be the exponential map. The connection between the Lie bracket in g and 

the multiplication in G is given by the Campbell-Hausdorff series: 

Theorem 1 (Campbell-HausdoriT). Zf X, Y E g, then there exists an E > 0 such that 

for ull Y,S E R, 0 < II-(, ISI < E: 

erXesY = e rX+sY+(rs/Z)[x, Yl+(r’s/lZ)[X, [AT, Y]]+(rs~/l2)[Y,[Y,x]]t 

Consider the real Lie algebra sl,+t([w). Note that (by the choice of the basis) one 

can assume X,, Yb, Ha E sI,+~(R). The relations which we will derive hold a priori only 

over IF!. But since the coefficients are all integers, these relations hold also in Uz(sl,+r ). 
Let CI, 1/’ E @+ be positive roots which form a basis of a root subsystem of @ of type 
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AZ, and set p:=a+y. Since [Y,,[Y,,&]]=[Y,,[Y,,XJ]=O and [Y,,Yg]=[Y,,Yg]=O, the 

Campbell-Hausdorff series implies: 

erY,esY; = erY,+sY;+(rs/2)4 
> e 

sy.erY, _ _ ,rY,++(rs/z)r, 

By multiplying the second equation by e”q we get: 

erYzesY = eSY.err,erslj, and e-Sye’r,eSr: = err,erS$. 

for small r,s E R. By comparing the coefficients of F’s” (respectively rm+ns” for the 

second equation) on both sides, we get the following useful lemma on commutation: 

Lemma 2. Set A4 := min{m, n}, then 

I=0 I=0 

In the following we use some binomial coefficient identities, we refer to [3] for the 

proofs. To have binomial coefficients also available for negative integers, we use the 

definition: 

a 

0 
:= lim 

r(a + 1 + t) 

b t-oT(b-a+ 1 +t)T(b+ 1 +t)’ 

Let f(x, y,z) : {(x, y,z) E N3 1 z 2 x, y} --+ Z be the function defined by 

~(~,~,z):=(-l)~-z(~~~~ 1) 

Lemma 3. If m < n, then 

Qm)$n) = C f (m, n, q)Y,(“-q)yd”)y,(q). 
q=o 

Proof. By Lemma 2 we have 

=k 
q=o 

$n-q)ykm)$q) (@y(n; q)) 

=krc rxm m,n,q)Y$“-q)Y( )yy(q). 0 
q=o 

In the same way one gets from es~~ery~ = erY~esi’,e-rs~: 
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Lemma 4. 

m 

~%m) = c (_l)l+my([)y(m+n)y(m-l) 
a Y a . 

I=0 

For nonnegative integers a, b, c,x with x 5 b, set 

p(a,b,c,x):= (“fi:i “), q(a,b,c,x):= (“:‘i “). 

Lemma 5. 
min{a,b}-x 

p(a,b,c,x)= c (-l)k a+c-c(Xfk) 

k=O ( )( ) 

bix , 

min{b,c} 

q(a,b,c,x)= c (-1)““’ 
,=x (.+z - ‘> (Et). 

Proof. Suppose first a > 6. Then 

a+c-x-k b-x 

C 

)( k ) &~k+b-~(a+C;b+k)(b;x) 

k=O 

And if a 5 b, then 

a--x 

C(-)( lk 
a+c-x-k b-x 

k=O 
C )( k ) =~‘-l,i+a-x(c~k)(,“,;,) 

The proof for the function q(a, b, c,x) is similar. 0 

Proposition 6. 

min(a,b} 

~@)Y~b)~!c) = c p(a, b,c,x)y,(b-x)Yy’+C)~X), 
x=0 

min(b,c} 

I;(a)Y,(b)Yy(C) = c q(a, b,c,x)Y,(X)~(a+c)Ykb-x). 

x=0 
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Remark 7. The coefficient p(a, b, c,x) # 0 unless a+c 2 b, b > c and 0 Ix < b-c. We 

have a similar effect in the second sum: the coefficient q(a, b, c,x) # 0 unless a + c 2 b, 

b>aandO<x<b-a. 

Proof. By Lemma 2 and 4 we have 

( 
min{a,b} 

yWy(b)y(c) = 
7 d 7 c 

!_l)‘Ij(b-I)y;!~-t)y~t) y,‘“’ 

I=0 ) 

= miyl(_l)‘(u+f- ‘)y~b-“y:.+c-oy;” 
I=0 

min{n,b) 

= c p(a, b, c,x)ykb--x)I;(u’c)Y,(X). 

x=0 

We get similarly: 

min{b,c} 

yW y(b) y(c) = y(a) 
/ a Y Y 

c $-OyW)y([) 
a B 

I=0 

a+c-1 
ZZ 

a > 

y(a+c-f)y;f)y;b-1) 
V 

min{b,c} 

CC 

a+c-1 

a 2 ) 
(-1 k+ty/)yy(a+c)c’-k) Gb-‘) 

I=0 k=O 

min{b,c} 

= c q(a,b,c,x)~x)~((afC’ykb-x’. 0 

x=0 
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Suppose aLO, b>c > m2 y>O and a+c > b. We set 

(1) 

Proposition 8. Let a, b, c,r E N be such that b 2 c, Y 2 c and a > r + b - 2c. Set 

m:=r-a-c+b, then 

m 
gn)$b)Y*(C) = c g(a, b,c,rn,~)y,(~‘~-~)~~~)~~) 

y=o 

b-m-l 

+ c h(a,b, c, m, y)y$y) y(b) y(=+c-y). 
li’ a (2) 

y=o 

Proof. Note that a > r+b-2c and r >c implies a+c > r+b-c> b. Further, a > r+ 

b - 2c implies c > m. Since b 2 c and c > m, Proposition 6 implies that ya(a’Yy(b)Y$C) 

is equal to 

m 

c q(a b c x)y@)y@+cfyV-x) 
>>’ ‘i d 7 + 2 q(a, b,c,x)~((X)~a’c)~(b--X). 

s=o x=m+l 

By Proposition 6, the first sum is equal to (note that x 5 m < a + c): 

q(a, b, c,x)p(x,a + c, b - x, y)Yf+c-~)$b)Y~y) 

da, b, c,x)p(x, a + c, b - x, y) 

g(a, b,c,m, y)y,(a+C-Y)$b)Y,(y). 
v=o 

The second sum is equal to (note that b-x < b < a+c and q(a, b,c,x) = 0 for x > c): 

= q(a,b,c,x)q(x,a+c,b-x,y) 
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b-m-l 

=c 
h(a, b,c,m, y)$Y)Y(b)Y(a+C-? Y a 0 

y=o 

Example 9. Suppose g = 513, so M and y are simple roots. Denote by ooL and oy the 

fundamental weights, and let i = rwe + swy be a dominant weight. We fix a highest 

weight vector vi. E I’(L). It follows easily by the relations proved above that U; is 

spanned by the monomials 

B = { Yy(‘)YCb)YCC) / b > c}, Y x 

and hence V,(i) is spanned by Lk(;O := { Y,(a)Y$b)Y>)~i 1 b > c}. Now &-representation 

theory implies: 

Yy(a)Y!b)Y,(C)v;L = 0 if c > r, or b > s + c, or c = 0 and a > r + 6. 

Suppose now r > c > 0 and b 5 s + c, but a > r + b - 2c. The exponents in the second 

sum in Proposition 8 satisfy the following inequality: 

a+c-y>a+c-(b-m-l)>a+c-b+l+(r-a-c+b)>r. 

Such a summand applied to vi, gives 0. So Proposition 8 implies: 

yka)y,(b)ykc)v)G = c g(a, b,c, m, y)yka+c-Y)$b)Y,(y)v~. 
y=o 

Note that b > y and c > y because b > c > m > y. Proceeding by induction on the last 

exponent, this shows that V,(A) is spanned by: 

B(l)={Y,c”)y,cb’Y~)v~)c_<b, c<r, bFs+c, a<r+b-2c) 

An easy dimension argument shows that B(A) is in fact a basis of V&A). 

4. Commutation rules for semi-standard blocks 

Let CI1=E1 -E~,...,CX,=E,-&E,+~ be the usual ordering of the simple roots, where 

si : f~ --+ @ denotes the projection of a diagonal matrix onto its ith entry. We write in 

the following only 5 for Y,, For (a’) := (Uj, . . . , al ) E Nj let Y(“) be the semi-standard 
block of length j: 

y(,'):=y(",)...~("3)Y2((a2)~(aI), 
j 

We call Y(“) a standard block of length j if aj > . . . > al. The proof of the following 

lemma is obvious: 
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Lemma 10. Let Y@‘) be a semi-standard block of length j. 
(i) If r > j + 1, then Y(a’)y,‘a’ = I;(“Y(“‘). 

(ii) y/(‘) y(a’) = (“:,‘“) $a:+o) . . . $4’q(4’. 

(iii) y(n’)y,ca’ = (“{,f”) I;(‘:’ . . . yZ(ai)q(a:+a) 

Let p, q, f be the same functions as in Section 3. Lemma 3 implies 

455 

Lemma 11. Let Y(“‘) be a semi-standard block of length j such that ai < ai- for 
some 2 5 i < j. Then 

Y(“‘) = ~f(ai,ai_,,q)I;‘“;-‘-q’(~(~/). <‘““~‘_4/~((1;_2). . . r,‘“i’). 

q=o 

Definition 12. We write (a’) 2 (bj) for (a’), (b’) E FVj, if there exists an i such that 

al =bl,az=bz,. ..,ai_l =bi_1, and a, >bi. 

For example, (6j) := (aj,. ..,ai,q,ai_z ,..., al) is such that (bj) < (a’) in Lemma 

11. We get by induction on “ <“: 

Corollary 13. A semi-standard block Y(“‘) is a linear combination 

yW) = c hcbi,Y(b’), 

(b’K(aJ) 

where the (bj) are standard and the h(b,) are integral linear combinations of mono- 

mials in the I$“! i <j. 

Proposition 14. Suppose M := (I;@) . . . Y2(a2)Y/a’))l$‘) is such that 2 < r 5 j. Then 

= C q(a,,a,_,,a,x)~~),(I;!‘~). . ~((a+ar)$f;‘-X). . . @“I)). 
x=0 

Proof. Note that & commutes with X for i # Y - 1, r + 1, so 

(Y@‘) . . 
J 

. @2)~(al))y(4 = Y.(aJ). . . y(a,)~(~,-l)y,(a). . . r,(~l). 
r J i- 

By Proposition 6, the monomial is equal to 

Since K-1 commutes with the I$, i>r, this implies the first part, the proof of the 

second part is similar. q 
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Proposition 15. If 1 2 il, . . . , i, < j, then 

$C'). . y(c') = 
11 1, c 

ye') S(a/) : 
(a ’ ) standard 

where the gcaJ) are integral linear combinations of monomials in the qCk), i -C j. 

Proof. Choose t minimal such that it = j. Set (dj) := (c,, 0,. . . ,O), then 

Y(C’) . . . y(c’ ) - y(c’) . . . k;(c’,-’ ) y(d:)qy ) . . yp’, 
11 Ir -11 i 

By Lemma 10, Proposition 14, and Corollary 13, Ycd’). . . 5:“” is a linear combination 

of standard blocks Yea’), where the coefficients h,,,, are integral linear combinations 

of monomials in the @“I, i <j. So 

ye1 1 . . . ye’ 1 - 
11 I, - &zG+‘)> 

where gca,) := $‘I’. . . $~‘,-‘)h~,,,. 0 

Applying the proposition to the gca,), we get by induction: 

Corollary 16. A monomial M = $“I’ . . . I;,‘” ! 1 < il,. . . , i, 5 j, is an integral linear 
combination of products of standard blocks: 

M = c ~(a’,. . . +z~)Y(“‘)Y@~). . Y(“‘), ~(a’,. . . ,a’) E Z. 

5. Standard monomials 

We write si for the simple reflection s,, in the Weyl group W of SL.+l. For the rest 

of the article we fix the following reduced decomposition of the longest word wo E W: 

WO = sl (s2sl )(s382sl )(. ’ ‘)(&&I- 1 ’ ’ ’ s2sl). (3) 

A monomial in the I; is called semi-standard if it is of the form: 

where (a)=(a;,az,a: ,..., ai ,..., a?) E NN. The tuple (a) and the monomial Y@) are 

called standard if: 

(a) E Y := {(a) E NN 1 a: 1 a:, ~2: > a: 2 a:, . ,a: 2 ’ . . 2 ai 2 a;}. 

Theorem 17. The set of standard monomials B is a basis of U;. 
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Proof. U; is spanned by monomials in the Yr’, B E @+. If /? E @+ is not a simple 

root, then let tx, y E @+ be such that GI + y = fl. Since 

by Lemma 2, it follows by induction on the height that any monomial in the Yr’ 

is an integral linear combination of monomials in the q@). By Corollary 16, such a 

monomial is an integral linear combination of standard monomials, so U; is spanned 

by El. Fix the following ordering of @+: 

fi, := al, /?2 := Mi + 03, p4 := CIl + c(2 + 5c3, . . . 

/j3 := a2, $85 := Lx2 + a3, . . . 

86 := a37 . . 

A simple counting argument shows that the number of elements of a given weight of 

the corresponding P-B-W basis is the same as the number of standard monomials of 

the same weight. Since the standard monomials span U-, this 

also linearly independent. 0 

Let Y(‘) be a semi-standard monomial. We refer to Y@‘) := 

the jth (semi-standard) block of Y@). We write (a) > (b) if and 

j such that: 

(a”)=(b”),...,(~j”)=(b~“) and (a’)>(@). 

proves that they are 

Y’4 ) 
J 

. . . ywyw as 
2 1 

only if there exists a 

Theorem 18. A semi-standard monomial Ycb) is an integral linear combination oj 
standard monomials Y@) such that (a) < (b): 

YCb) = c C$)Y(“). 

(a)<(b) 

Proof. If bj+, < b/, then Lemma 11 implies 

ycb) = c f.(b:,,,b:',x)y(b'). . . y(b'-')jfb+) 

x=0 

“(5 
(b; ) . . . ~;$+$‘x’. . . y,(b:')ycb"'). . y(b"), 

By Corollary 16, y(“‘) . . . y(b’m’)$bfpx) is an integral linear combination of products 

of standard blocks Ycd’) . . Y(d’-‘). So Y(‘) is an integral linear combination of semi- 

standard monomials: 

y(d) := y(d’) . . . yid'-')#) . . . $‘;$‘x’ . . . y,(b:))yW+‘). . y@“), 
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Note that (d) < (b): (&) = (/#) for k >j, d’, = b,/ for r > i, but x < b!. It follows by 

induction on “ <” that Y@) is an integral linear combination of standard monomials 

C cCajY(‘) such that (a) < (b). 0 

The arguments above prove in fact the following more precise statement: 

Corollary 19. Let Y(‘) be a semi-standard monomial. If j is maximal such that there 

exists an i 5 j with b;‘+, < b{, then Y(‘) can be written as an integral linear combi- 

nation of standard monomials 

ytb) = c C@)Y? C(a) E z, 
(a)<(b) 
(a) E 9 

where the (a) are such that (ak) = (bk) for ail k > j, and ai 2 b/ Vi = 1,. . . , j. 

6. Multiplication 

The following rules are a first step towards a description of @a)Y(b), (b) standard, 

as a linear combination of standard monomials. 

Proposition 20. If 1 < Y < j, then M := Y*(‘)(qCb’). y,(b2)Y,@‘)) can be written as an 

integral linear combination: 

min{db+l} 
M = c p(a, br+l, b,.,x)( jfbJ) . . Yr(+b;+‘-X)@(a+b~) . . . #““)r,‘:~ 

x=0 

min{b,+l,b,) 
= c q(a,b,-+,,b,,x)($b’). . r,‘:~$a+b~). . . @bl))yr(++l-x). 

x=0 

Proof. Since Y, commutes with y for i # r - 1,r + 1, we get 

Y’“‘( y.‘bi) . 
I J 

. Y2(b2)q@))= qcb,). $4Y;(+b;+d$bd.. . $bd. 

By Proposition 6, this monomial is equal to 

mln{~,b,_+, 1 

c p(a,br+l,br,x)l;(bJ). . . Yr(+b;+lpX)yjb~+a)~(Jl) . . qcbl). 
x=0 

Since Y,+i commutes with x, i <Y, this implies the first relation, the proof of the 

second relation is similar. q 
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Proposition 21. M is an integral linear combination of semi-standard monomials: 

m1nta,,x,+, } 
c . &~+l,a~,b~+l,x~) 
x,=0 

“q (a,-%), . y~u’-I:)~tU,-X,))(y(“,~l+“,+l)~~~ y2(b2+x2ybl+xd) 
/+I 

or, with Z/ := al -xj for 1 5 I sj and zj+l :=Xj+l, as 

min{a,,b,+l) 

c qh al-l, br,xl-l > 
x, =o 

.(f’,). . . y:X2)y,(Xl))(l;?+l+Z1-1). . Y2(b~++,tb~+~,)), 

Proof. By Proposition 6 we know that A4 is equal to 

minI%x,+l) 

C x,1 @,+i+*,+r) p(xj+l,aj,b/+l,xj)(~(‘~- ?+I > 

x, =o 

.p,I;+y . . . yy)(l;(bJ). . . qb”). 

By reordering the factors and by applying Proposition 6 to monomials of the type 

Y Xi (Y “/-I’ . . Yfa' ))( YIbi ) . . . l’jtbr’), we get inductively: p t 
k I 1 I, 

min{a,,x,+l) 

M= c . . . Ax~+l,a[,h+l,x~) 
x,=0 

X(I; (a,-+). . . y,ta2-*z)~ta,-xl))(ytb,ti+x,ti). . . y,(bz+xz))(y,txl)~(bl)). 
/+I 

Since y,(xl)y,(bl)= (blb:xi)~tXl+bl), this proves the first part of the proposition. 

of the second part is similar. 0 

7. A-Standard monomials and Gelfand-Tsetlin-patterns 

The proof 

Fix (a) = (a; ,..., a;,ai,a;)EN N. For a dominant weight A let VA E V(A) be a highest 

weight vector. Consider the following sequence of weight vectors: 

uj,, y(4),,, ywywu. 
I 

y(u';)y(";)y'";',,,...,y(LI)u. 
2 I 1.1 3 2 I 1. . 

Denote by ,I; the weight of ($“ii). . . $“‘))(. . .)(Y,‘““. . . Y,‘““)u,, and set 2: := A, and 

Ai-’ := 1; for 1 _ J _ < ‘<n. WewriteHi forHEf. 
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Definition 23. A monomial Y(‘) IS called l-standard if (a) E 9(L). 

Fix pI > ... 2 p,,+l > 0 such that A = plq + . . . + pn+] &,,+I. We write: 

$ =gj,lE1 + . ” + Clj,n+lb+l 

by subtracting the roots cli = si - si+t from 1. We associate to (a) the triangular scheme 

A(a) := 

Recall that such a scheme is called a Gelfand-Tsetlin pattern of shape 1 if pi 2 gn,i > 

pi+1 for 1 5 i 5 n, and 

Si,j 2 max{gt-l,j,Si+l,j+l} 2 min{gi-l,j,gi+l,j+l} L Si,j+l, 

for all 1 < j 5 i < n. A simple calculation shows for (a) E Y: 

(a) E 9’(n) H A(a) is a Gelfand-Tsetlin pattern of shape I, 

and the correspondence is a bijection. By (4) we get 

(4) 

Lemma 24. The dimension of V(L) is equal to the curdinulity of Y(L). 

8. A basis of V,(n) 

Fix a highest weight vector VA in the irreducible g-module V(L) of highest weight 

;1 EX+, and let V,(n) = UZU,J be the corresponding admissible lattice. 

Theorem 25. B(n) := { Y@)u,J 1 (a) E Y(A)} is a basis of V,(J). 

Proof. We prove: If Y@) . 1s a semi-standard monomial such that either 

bi’<b/_, for some 2 < i 2 j, or b/>L{_,(Hi)forsome l<ilj, (5) 
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then Y(*)u;, is an integral linear combination: 

Y(*)Ujb = C C(,)Y(")Uj_, C(a) E Z (6) 

where the Yea) are semi-standard monomials such that (a) < (b). 

We prove first that (6) implies the theorem: Note that a semi-standard monomial 

Y@) is not A-standard if and only if Y@) satisfies (5). So if Y@) is not I-standard, 

then we can replace Y(“)u). by an integr al linear combination of vectors Y@)ol, where 

(a) < (b). 
If one of the Y@) is not A-standard, then we can replace Y(“)ui by (6) by an integral 

linear combination of vectors Y(%A, where (d) < (a), and hence (d) < (6). This proves 

of course inductively that Y(“)un is an integral linear combination of vectors of the form 

Y(“)v;, (a) E 9’(A). So B(A) spans the lattice Vz(A). It follows now from Lemma 24 

that &A) is a basis of V&A). 

To prove (6), let Y cb) be a semi-standard monomial, and fix j maximal such that b! 

satisfies (5) for some i < j. Fix i minimal with this property, i.e. b/ is the right-most 

coefficient of (6) satisfying (5). 

If b/ < b;_,, then (6) is a consequence of Theorem 18. So assume now that b{ > 

. . . 2 b{ and b! > i:_,(Hi). We prove the following stronger version of (6) by decreas- 

ing induction on j: 

Either Y’b)rj. = 0, or Y(‘)vJ. = c c(,~Y(‘)u~, cccl) E Z (7) 

where (a) < (b), and there exists an k 2 j + 1 such that (ak) < (@). 

If j = n, then s&-representation theory implies that Y(“)uA = 0, which proves (7) in 

this case. Suppose now j < n. To simplify the notation, we write for (bj) and (bj+‘): 

(bj)=(b,,..., bi), (6’+‘)=(Cj+l,...,Cl). 

The second relation in Proposition 6 implies 

(b,-1) 

Ycb) = c 4(o,bi,b,_1,x)y(b'). . . y(b'-')(q(b~'. . . $“‘q’-6;-,). . . y/b”) 
x=0 

q$+“. . . @‘+‘(~C;+I)$~‘). . . y,c'l')y(b'+*). . . y(b”,. 

These monomials are not anymore semi-standard because of the term: 

Set Y := $f:(Hi) and s := E<+:(Hi+i). By the maximal choice of j we know 

Ci 5 Y and C,+I 5 s + Ci = $“(Hi+i ). 

ButO<xLbi-i andbi>~~_,(Hi)=r-2Ci+Ci+1+bi_l imply 

bi -X > r - 2Ci + ci+l + bi-1 - x 2 r + C~+I - 2ci 
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Seta:=bi-x,b:=ci+l,c:=c,andm:=r-a-c+b,thenthechoiceofjandthe 

equations above imply: 

b>c, r>c, a>r+b-2c, and c>r+b-a-c=m. 

By Proposition 8, we get 

So if we replace Z(x) by the expression above, then we can write Ycb) as an integral 

linear combination of monomials of two types (according to the two sums in the 

expression for 1(x): After “moving” I$a+c-y) to the left of the (j + 1)st block, the 

monomials of the first type are of the form: 

y@‘) . . . yqp . . . pq'b;_I). _. y,(bl))yf+c-Y) 

.+,+I) . . . qj:'p . . . I;(cl))y@'+') . . . y@"), 

where y 5 m < c. By Corollary 16, we can write the monomial 

ytb’ ) . . . y(b’-‘)(y,@,), . +9#$). . y,(bd)K(a+w) 
J 

as an integral linear combination of products of standard blocks Yea’) . . . Y((l’), so Yb 

is an integral linear combination of monomials of the type: 

yc~)=y(~',...yc~')(~':;"'...~;~,'~'Y)...~fc~))y(b'+*)...y(b"). 
(8) 

These monomials are semi-standard and (a)<(b): Note that (ak) = (bk) for k>j + 1, 

and (a j+’ ) < (bj+’ ) because ai J+] =y<c~ci=~~+l. 

The summands coming from the first sum in (8) are hence integral linear combina- 

tions of semi-standard monomials Y(‘) such that (a) c(b), and there exists an k 2 j+ 1 

such that (ak)<(bk). So the Y(‘) satisfy (7). 

It remains to consider the contributions coming from the second sum in (8). After 

“moving” I$‘) to the left of the (j + 1 )st block, the monomials in the second sum are 

of the form: 

y’“’ ) . . . y(b’-‘)(I;(4). . . q’“‘q’b;-l). I;(bl))K(y) 

(q(;“;“‘. . . ~$‘;y(“+“-y’ . . yj’“l))yb”+*’ . . y(b"), 

wherea+c-y>a+c+m+l-b=r+l>r.Asabove,byCorollary 16,wecan 

write the monomial 

y’b’ ) . . . y@-‘)($4). . q’“‘q’b;-1). . . I;(~I))@J’) 

as an integral linear combination of products of standard blocks Ycd’). . . Ycd’), so (9) 

is an integral linear combination of monomials of the form: 

y(4 = y(d') . . . yW)(y.(ci+')... qSp/q'"+"-Y'... q(cl))yW+')... y(W, 
J+l 
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The Ycd) are semi-standard, and b/T: = di'_+,' , . . . , br’ = d{+' . But note that d/+’ = a + 
c - y has the property: 

d/+’ > r = Ai’_; (Hi). (9) 

By the maximal choice of j, this implies in addition that d,!“+’ >hJ”. So (d) satisfies 

also the second assumption of (7): 

d!+’ > d,‘i+.’ 2 . . 2 d;+‘. I - 

It follows by (decreasing) induction that either: 

YCd)alL = 0, or YCd)O)* = c c(,)Y(‘)W, C(a) E z. 
(a)<(d) 

Further, there exists an k>j + 1 such that (ak)<(dk). Since (b’)=(d’) for I> j + 1, 

this implies also: (a)<(b) and (ak)<(bk). 

Hence the summands coming from the second sum in (8) are integral linear com- 

binations of semi-standard monomials Y@) such that (a) c(b), and there exists an 

k > j + 1 such that (ak)<(bk). So the Y(‘) satisfy also (7). 0 

9. An algorithm to compute representation matrices 

For a dominant weight A EX+ let V(A) denote the corresponding irreducible repre- 

sentation. Fix a highest weight vector VA, and let V,(A) = lIJ;vn be the corresponding 

admissible lattice. By Theorem 25, we know that Vz(l) has as basis the vectors E!(A). 

The set of Gelfand-Tsetlin patterns of type A provides a nice combinatorial tool to 

“encode” the set B(L) (see (4)). 

Suppose (a) E y(A), so vca) : = Y(“)vi E B(A). It remains to describe an algorithm 

to compute the coefficients qe) and s(d) in the expressions 

J@$@) - - 1 c Y@)zP), pv”) = c S(~yP, 

(cE.V(i) (d)EY(i.) 

The algorithm is already implicitly given in the proofs of Theorems 17 and 25. 

9.1. The matrix coefficients of I$’ 

Step 1: In the first step we use Proposition 21 to express 

ywyw = y@') ,.. ycQl-z,(y'"'yc"'~"y(a'))y(a'+') . . . yw 
1 I 

as a sum of semi-standard monomials. The coefficients occurring during the procedure 

can be computed using the functions p,q defined in Section 3. 

Step 2: Suppose YCb) 1s semi-standard. The second step is an algorithm to rewrite 

Y(‘)v;. as an integral linear combination of vectors Y(‘)uJ,, (a) E Y(A). The procedure 

is more or less the same as in the proof of Theorem 25. 
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Suppose Y@) is a semi-standard monomial, but Y (‘) is not A-standard. Assume that 

(bj) is the “right-most” block that contradicts the condition of being A-standard. Fix i 

minimal such that either 

@<b/_, for some 2 5 i 5 j, or #>/z:‘_,(H,) for some 1 5 i <j. 

(I) Suppose b;‘<!$,. We “move” the & to the left (Lemma 3): 

(10) 

y(b’) . . . y(b’-‘)(I;(~“. . . q$+fh”. . . $;')y(b"', . . y(b”) 

= C f(b:,,,b,‘,q)y(b’). ._ y@-‘)y/-’ 

q=o 

“(5 
(6,’ ) . j$l )p . . . y,(b:))yW+'). . yW 

Proposition 14 provides an inductive algorithm to express 

y(b’). . . y(b’-‘)ff-q) = cccd I,,_,, d,_,)~(d'). . . Ycd'-'), c(~I,...,~,-I) E Z, 

as a sum of products of semi-standard blocks, Hence Ycb) can be expressed as an 

integral linear combination of semi-standard monomials of the form: 

where Ycd”)=YCb’) for k> j + 1. Note that (d)<(b) because 

dii_, = b! r_,, . . . ,d{ = b/. So Ycb)u~ is an integral linear combination: 

di =q<b;’ and 

Y(b)Uj, = C C(d)Ycd)UjL. 

(d)<(b) 

(Ila) Suppose now b/ > b!_, and @ > Ai_,( If j = n, then Ycb)ui = 0. Otherwise 

we use Proposition 6 to “move” the Y to next block to the right: 

br’ I 
y(b) = ~q(O,bi’,bj_,,x)Y @I)... y'b'-"(...~(x)~~~-l'...) 

x=0 

(. . . $b.‘-x)$‘~‘rq(b:+‘) . .)y@'+2) . y@") . 

Then we apply Proposition 8 to q 
(b’-x) (b’+‘) (b’+‘) 

’ q+;+’ q ’ . The resulting summands are of 

two types: 

(IIb) The first type is of the form: 

y(b’) _ _ y(b’-‘I(. . . ‘;““‘$‘-I). . .pfb:rfb?y) 

(. . . $/++“)x(“). . .)y@'+*) . . . y(6”,, 
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where y < bi j+’ We apply the same inductive procedure (Proposition 14) as before to . 

express 

y’b’ ) . . . y(b’-‘)(. . . q’“‘q(b;-1). . .)+++b+y) 

as a sum of products of semi-standard blocks Y@). . . Ycd’). So we have expressed 

the summands of the first type as an integral linear combination of semi-standard 

monomials of the form: 

y(d) = ycd'). . . yW)(. . . $‘;;)yil.). .)Y("+~). . y(d"), 
I 

where (&) = (bk) for k > j + 2. We have proved in Section 8 that (d)<(b). 

(11~) The summands of the second type are of the form: 

y’b’ ) . . y(b'-I)(. . . J$“‘$+) . . .@“(. . ~~l:,‘)~(b?-r+b;+‘-i.)~ ,)y(b'+*) . . . y(b",. 

We apply the same inductive procedure (Proposition 14) as before to rewrite 

y(“‘). . y@-'I(. . . ~‘“‘q’b;l-I). . .)@y) 

as a sum of products of semi-standard blocks Y (d ‘) . . . Ycd’). The resulting summands 

are of the form: 

yW := y(d)' . . . yW(.__ #$'$)$b:-x+b~ '+I-J')...jyW+')... y(d"), 

where (&) = (bk) for k > j + 2. We have proved in (9) that 

(11) 

(IId) If j + 1 = 12, then Y(d)vi = 0. Suppose now j + 1 <n. We have proved in 

Section 8 that (d) satisfies the assumptions of (IIa). Apply (IIa) to Y(d)vn, this proce- 

dure yields again summands of two different types: 

The summands Y(‘)uA of the first type are such that (c) c(d). Note that we have 

proved in Section 8 that (c)<(b). To the summands of second type we apply again 

(11~) etc. We have proved in Section 8 that this algorithm yields: 

YCb)u;, = c c(d)YCd)U;,, c(d) E z. 

(d)<(b) 

(III) So if (10) holds, then (I) and (II) provide algorithms to express Y(“)uA as an 

integral linear combination: 

y(b)uj. = c c(d)Y(d)Vn, C(d) E H. 

(d)<(b) 

(12) 

Next we apply (I) respectively (II) to all summands such that (d) $ y(L), etc. 
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It follows by induction on the total order “ <” that this is a finite algorithm. A 

(very rough) upper bound for the number of times this procedure has to repeated can 

be given as follows: For (6) E NN denote by l(6)/ the sum: 

Since l(b)1 = l(d)1 for all 

{(a) E NN I a/ < l(b)]}. It 

summands in (12) all the (d) are elements of the cube 

follows that there are at most I(b elements (d) E NN 
. 

such that (d)<(b) and l(b)1 = l(d)l. So I(Z is an upper bound for the number of 

times one has to repeat (I) or (II) until we get an expression: 

y(qQ = c C(b)Y(d)u,. 

(d)c.Y(I.) 
(d)<(b) 

9 2 . . The matrix coefficients of XJ”’ I 

Write Hi for the coroot H,, E 6. Since Xi commutes with -I;, j # i, we know 
$“‘yW= y@‘) . . . y("'-*,y(Q'~',~~'y(a') *.. I Y@“). For the commutator of Xl”’ and xc” 

we have the well-known formula: 

min{a,c} 

x,(c’p’ = c pu 

k=O 

Applying the rule to the vector X/“‘( Y(‘)v;~) yields: 

min{c,a:} min{c-k,-.~.-kn_l.u~} 

c 
. . . 

c 
yk') . . . yw') 

k, =0 k,=O 

After the evaluation of the 

H,--c-a{+k,+...+k,_l +2kj 

kJ- 

the sum above becomes a sum of semi-standard monomials (with integral coefficients): 

C c(dlY(%i. We apply now Step 2 above to the Y(d)ulG to obtain an expression 
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For REX+ let 9’(2)={(6,),...,(6,,,)} b e an enumeration such that (bt ) < (62) < . . . < 

(6,). Denote by P$~i the subspace spanned by the vectors Y@~)u~,, j 5 i. As an immediate 

consequence we get 

Corollary 26. The jag 0 c 4,’ c 5’ c . . . c \m = i’$. is B-stable. 

10. Generalization to the simply laced case 

In this section we indicate roughIy how to generalize the algorithm to the simple 

Lie algebras with simply laced Dynkin diagram. Let g = nf $ h @ n- be the usual 

triangular decomposition. For a dominant weight 1, EX+ let V(1) be the corresponding 

irreducible complex representation, and let VJ, be a highest weight vector. For the 

orthogonal algebra spin2,, we fix the reduced decomposition (the numeration of the 

simple roots is in [l]): 

wo = (s,_,s,)(s,_2s,_ls,s,-2)I...)(~~~)(s,s~ ~~~s,-~s,~‘~szs1), 

for the exceptional groups we fix the decomposition of the longest of the Weyl group 

of E8. As decompositions for the longest word of the Weyl group of E6 and ET we 

take the induced ones. 

As before, let N be the length of the longest word in the Weyl group. We fix a 

Chevalley basis X8, Yb, H, of the Lie algebra, and for (a) E NN let Y(‘) be the mono- 

mial in the Y,, according to the fixed decomposition of wg, In [lo], we construct 

subsets 9(n) and Y c f@’ such that B := {Y(‘) 1 (a) E 9’“) is a basis of Uz(n-) and 

B(A) := {Y%; ( (a) E q/l)} is a basis for the lattice V&I*) := U(n-)v~. Since the Lie 

algebras are of simply laced type, it is now easy to check that, for the decompositions 

given above, the same algorithm applies: first express Xi(m)v(a) respectively YJrn)~(‘) as 

integral linear combinations of vectors of the form vcb), (b) E 9’, and then apply the 

straightening procedure. The proof is the same as in the &+I-case. We recall below 

the definition of the set Y for the Lie algebra spin2,. We use the following notation: 

(a) := (a~I:,a~-‘,a~I~,a~I:,a~-2,a~_:,. . .) 
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